Colors and Materials

Gold Silk
- R222 G187 B102

Velvet
- R37 G35 B46

Leather Waist
- R107 G72 B45

Ruby
- R129 G130 B122
When victories and alliances cannot be forged with strategy and sword alone, Josephine is the Inquisition's voice in the halls of the influential. She builds relationships with key players across Thedas, for bolstering the Inquisition's strength requires the help of those in high places.

Adorned in golden silk and patterned velvet, Josephine easily takes her place among even the most distinguishing of nobles. She carries an ornate ledger and pen to record messages and establish treatises. An ornamented collar sits around her neck, finished by a brilliant red ruby, like a drop of Antivan wine in a sunbeam.